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Hall Payne Lawyers recently successfully represented a First Nations worker who had suffered a serious psychological injury after
being the victim of ongoing, nasty racial abuse from colleagues. A workers compensation claim was initially accepted then
subsequently denied before finally being won on appeal at the Northern Territory Work Health Court.

Background
Our client was a switchboard operator at a regional hospital in the Northern Territory. His claim was under the Northern Territory
Workers’ Compensation Legislation.

Our client, a First Nations person, was subjected to hideous racial abuse from co-workers from his first day. This abuse included:
• reviling his deceased grandmother who was a member of the Stolen Generation;
• mocking the colour of his skin;
• calling him a “sook”, “stupid” and an “idiot”; and
• playing a telephone prank where staff members invented a medical emergency before terminating the call. The staff made our
client believe that he had caused the death of a mother and baby despite having no control of the incident. This was done solely
to upset and humiliate him.

Our client suffered a serious psychological injury because of this abuse. He was unable to return to work.

After initially accepting his claim, the insurer ceased it after relying on one doctor’s medical opinion that his psychological injury was
not caused by the abuse. The insurer also argued that they were seduced into accepting the claim because of misleading
information from our client about his medical history.

We appealed the decision in a four-day trial before the Work Health Court.

Work Health Court appeal won
The Work Health Court found in our client’s favour, that his psychological injury was caused by the abuse and that he was unable
to work.

The Court rejected the insurer’s allegation that our client had been fraudulent, finding that our client’s vulnerability, limited literacy
and lack of insight into his pre-injury behaviour made it difficult for him to complete forms and provide his medical history to the
insurer.

The Court was unable to find that our client was suffering from a psychological injury before working at the hospital because of the
lack of medical history.

The result
This win means that our client is entitled to all his compensation benefits that had previously been cut off and most of his legal
costs.

Hall Payne Lawyers was proud to successfully represent this vulnerable and deserving client who’d been the victim of hideous
behaviour by his employer. The win and compensation will allow him to receive necessary medical treatment and finally move on
with his life.

Get help
If you’ve had a workplace injury in the Northern Territory and you’re having difficulty:
• lodging your claim;
• dealing with the insurer;
• appealing a rejected claim; or
• any other issue regarding your NT workers compensation claim,

contact a Hall Payne NT workers compensation for advice, guidance and assistance.

You can contact us by phone or email to arrange your consultation; either face-to-face at one of our offices, by telephone or by
videoconference consultation.

Phone: 1800 659 114
Email: general@hallpayne.com.au
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This article relates to Australian law; either at a State or Federal level. The information contained on this site is for general
guidance only. No person should act or refrain from acting on the basis of such information. Appropriate professional advice
should be sought based upon your particular circumstances. For further information, please do not hesitate to contact Hall Payne
Lawyers.

